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a b s t r a c t

Internet of Things is rapidly changing the human lives to bring convenience in domestic, public and
industrial environments spanning across multiple application domains. At the same time, increasing
security attacks on these networks raised alarms for timely response by forensic investigators to avoid
severe consequences of the attacks. Major network forensic approaches proposed so far for IoT are based
on recording and analyzing the network traffic to produce suitable evidences. One of the greatest
challenges in this process is the identification and correlation of suitable artifacts among volumes of
network packets to reconstruct the attack scenarios during forensic investigation. To address this chal-
lenge, we propose ProvNet-IoT, a novel provenance based forensic model for investigating network level
attacks in IoT environment. The interactions between different nodes at network layer are depicted using
information, functional, and event modeling techniques. We use progressive network provenance to
explain different events pertaining to various attack scenarios and to provide forensically sound evi-
dences. ProvNet-IoT is validated using two publicly available labeled IoT datasets with a corpus of
different attacks. Experimental results showed the benchmark performance of ProvNet-IoT in identifying
selective artifacts to produce reliable evidences during forensic investigation.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of DFRWS This is an open access article under

the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The presence of Internet of Things (IoT) is growing every day and
it is estimated that the world will be overwhelmed with number of
IoT devices reaching themark of 75 billion by the year 2025 Nguyen
et al. (2022). Advancement in IoT opened doors for several appli-
cations like Smart Homes, Smart e-Healthcare, Smart Agriculture,
Smart Transportation, Smart Grids and Smart Cities. As the tradi-
tional network technologies become backbone of many IoT net-
works, challenges in those networks persist in IoT which make
them vulnerable to common attacks Mohamad Noor and Hassan
(2019) and hinder their wider adoption. In recent times, many
cybercrime incidents are witnessed in IoT networks and are likely
to increase in an unprecedented way. The risks may include the
combination of both digital and physical threats that bring the
concern to design and develop suitable forensic investigation
models to tackle the criminal incidents.

Constrained nature of IoT devices pose many challenges in

identifying suitable evidences for forensic analysis Khan and Salah
(2018). The logs and network traffic collected from IoT devices are
used during forensic investigation to produce the evidences for
security incidents. It needs special expertise related to the hard-
ware or software platforms used in devices to extract those logs.
Moreover, application logs may not always reveal network level
threats as they can only point to historical activities at device level
and platform or application level. In this case, network traffic
collected from IoT devices and other nodes in the network becomes
primary source of evidence for attack attribution and
reconstruction.

Network provenance can be used to represent the interactions
among various nodes of IoT environment in a structured manner. It
records the relationships between series of activities caused certain
malicious behaviour within the system. It is being instrumental in
several domains such as scientific work-flows, databases, cloud
computing, wireless sensor networks Xie et al. (2016), other do-
mains including intrusion detection and digital forensic investiga-
tion Islam et al. (2020). Packet analysis is one of the important step
in any network forensic investigation including Internet of Things.

Majority of the network forensic solutions proposed for IoT
environments are designed to collect various network level
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features from the attack traffic and apply machine learning (ML)
techniques on them to trace the abnormal events. Some recent
works aimed to leverage the graph based approach to classify the
node behaviour in computer networks Zola et al. (2022). Our work
aims to add provenance as a new dimension to the network graphs
to facilitate reliable forensic analysis in IoT networks with following
contributions.

$ ProvNet-IoT, a novel provenance model is proposed to facilitate
reliable forensic analysis of network-layer attacks in Internet of
Things.

$ ProvNet-IoT is implemented using various opensoure tools and
tested against two publicly available datasets Edge-IIoT Dataset
Ferrag et al. (2022) and IoT Network Intrusion Dataset Kang et al.
(2019).

$ Evaluation of ProvNet-IoT is done against both the datasets for
which provenance is generated. Also, provenance graphs are
statistically analyzed to identify the patterns and list of features.
Finally, provenance graph is queried to extract the attack graph
and correlated with the artifacts to produce reliable forensic
evidences.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses some recent works on IoT forensics leveraging the
application of provenance and graph technologies. Section 3 pre-
sents the architecture and theoretical details of the proposed
ProvNet-IoT model. Section 4 discusses the experimental setup and
description of two publicly available IoT datasets used in this study
followed by a proof-of-concept implementation of ProvNet-IoT.
Section 5 presents the experimental results. Section 6 outlines
the merits and limitations of ProvNet-IoT. Last section 7 gives the
conclusion and future work.

2. Related work

This section reviews the state-of-the-art literature on IoT
network forensics and draws an incremental line to connect the
developments in their approaches. Internet of Things Forensics has
seen wide interest from the research community in recent years.
Most of the early works in this field are confined to theoretical
models Zawoad and Hasan (2015); Perumal et al. (2015); Kebande
and Ray (2016); Meffert et al. (2017); Sadineni et al. (2019);
Akatyev and James (2019) and very limited practical works are
proposed for specific IoT environments Oriwoh and Sant (2013); Zia
et al. (2017); Babun et al. (2018).

Wang et al. (2018) proposed ProvThings, a platform-centric
approach to audit the application level activities in IoT networks
using a centralized approach. Provenance is used as a means to
attribute malicious behaviors to respective sources and to provide
active lineage-based authorization of activities to prevent attacks.
They used source code instrumentation mechanism to build the
system.

Using an approach similar to provenance, Nieto (2020) proposed
JUDAS,1 a methodology and tool to correlate JSON logs and network
traffic collected from IoT environment for defining the context of
digital investigation. In a similar approach proposed by Tok et al.
(2020) a tool, STITCHER,2 is developed aiming to assist in-
vestigators in mitigating challenges they face in IoT digital foren-
sics. STITCHER performs classification, processing and correlation
of IoT forensic evidences from different sources like, firmware im-
age, network captures and system processes.

Koroniotis et al. (2020) proposed Particle Deep Framework
(PDF), a novel network forensic framework for Internet of Things
based on based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Multi-
layer Perception (MLP) deep learning algorithms. PDF is evaluated
against Bot-IoT Koroniotis et al. (2019) and UNSW-NB15 Moustafa
and Slay (2015) datasets to show it's better performance in terms
of 0.999 detection accuracy and processing speed of 14,762 records
per second.

Pluskal et al. (2020) developed Netfox Detective,3 a compre-
hensive open-source network forensic analysis tool (NFAT) for
computer network forensics. The tool is designed using modular
approach which enables it to be extended to include new features
an future enhancements. It offers many basic and advanced fea-
tures that include support for a large number of protocols including
GSE, SIP fraud analysis and web page reconstruction. Authors also
presented an expected list of properties for network forensic tools.

Wu et al. (2021) examined the network traffic of 32 consumer
IoT devices to derive some conclusions about the vulnerabilities
still exist in IoT devices and their communications. They provided
IoT Network Analyzer tool,4 a prototype implementation that can
be used by investigators to analyze network captures.

Nguyen et al. (2022) presented a novel method for detecting
botnets in IoT networks using Printable String Information Graph
(PSI-graph) based approach with statically and dynamically
generated features. Authors evaluated their approach against IoT
botnet samples collected through IoTPOT and VirusShare. Benign
samples were collected fromOpenWRT. Proposedmethod achieved
98.1% accuracy of malware detection and 91.99% accuracy for
classification.

Zola et al. (2022) proposed a threefold graph-based approach for
node behavior classification in a network with temporal dissection
and data-level preprocessing. Authors have used UNSW-NB15
dataset to evaluate their approach which uses two novel graph
data-level preprocessing techniques such as R-hybrid and SM-
hybrid to exploit the most relevant graph substructures. Compari-
son is made between Neural Network (NN) and two Graph Con-
volutional Network (GCN) approaches among which NN performed
well while detecting malicious actor nodes in network traffic data.

Some of the existing solutions address security and forensics
challenges in IoT with different approaches employing network
provenance and graph based technologies. This paper aims to
propose a holistic solution ProvNet-IoT, inspired from above ap-
proaches while introducing novel methodologies focusing on the
reliable forensic analysis of IoT network traffic.

3. ProvNet-IoT

While there are multiple approaches possible as discussed from
the literature to address the problem of forensic analysis in IoT
networks, this article focus on following research questions to
formulate the problem and derive the proposed methodology.

$ Does provenance help investigators to understand the network
traffic better and how to model it?

$ How can we unify the network provenance and graph tech-
nologies to process and derive reliable conclusions?

$ How can we derive some novel features from the network
provenance graphs to detect the presence of attacks?

$ How those identified features help investigators to query the
provenance graph to extract the attack subgraph?

1 https://github.com/cadirneca/judas.
2 https://github.com/poppopretn/Stitcher.

3 https://github.com/nesfit/NetfoxDetective.
4 https://github.com/Dyvels/IoTAnalyzer.
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$ How the attack graph queried from database can be correlated
with actual artifacts collected form network to produce reliable
forensic evidences admissible in a court of law?

This section presents a novel model ProvNet-IoT, to answer
above research questions and Fig. 1 shows it's architecture.
ProvNet-IoT is designed to be dynamic and configurable to offer
flexible forensic solution for IoT networks. It processes the network
traffic and transforms that into provenance graph. As shown in
Table 1, ProvNet-IoT attempts to model the network level prove-
nance based on three techniques, namely information modeling,
functional modeling and event modeling. Table also lists the stan-
dard PROV5 concepts which can be mapped to network concepts in
third column. Later, generated provenance is processed to perform
incident detection and evidence collection as part of forensic
investigation. The methodology for ProvNet-IoT is divided into
three phases as shown in Fig. 1, namely preprocessing, provenance
generation, and forensic analysis. Following sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3
explain these phases in detail.

3.1. Preprocessing

During this phase, the artifacts which are furnished to forensic
investigators are processed and they are assumed to be collected
from the target IoT network in a forensically sound manner. How
these artifacts are collected from the network, is not in the scope of
this study. As part of this study, we consider the artifacts to be
network captures recorded in pcap format. A module PCAP parser,
converts the input pcap files into equivalent JSON files which
represent the arrays of packet objects.

3.2. Provenance generation

In this phase, JSON artifacts are parsed to identify various
components of the provenance model. Fig. 2 shows a sample in-
formation and functional model for a typical IoT network. Address
and protocol properties data is omitted from the image for
simplicity. All nodes in the graph depict either a source or

destination and edges represent the type of communication be-
tween them. JSON data is parsed and all the unique nodes and set of
communications among them are identified separately.

At information level, the attributes of the network nodes and
their state changes are represented. It also includes the application
data generated and consumed by the nodes. At functional level,
interactions between the nodes done by transferring single or
streams of packets are represented. Customization is made at
protocol level in order to specify what properties of nodes and
communications should be included as part of network prove-
nance. Later, this information is passed on to the provenance engine
module which converts them into a graph structure and store in a
secure provenance database.

3.2.1. Provenance engine
It offers various functionalities to manage the provenance in-

formation such as storage, modification, querying, and validation of
provenance graphs. It validates the provenance against certain
policies to identify various network events. Provenance engine also
provides necessary functionalities to transform and store the
provenance information in a secure provenance database and runs
queries on it to extract different features. It offers a high level API
which is built on top of native database query language to develop
various functionalities for forensic analysis on network graph.

3.2.2. Prov database
It is a system where provenance information can be stored

securely. It is implemented using a graph database as it offers a
natural way to store and query provenance graphs.

3.3. Forensic analysis

In this phase, provenance information is processed and foren-
sically analyzed through different steps as described below to
detect the security incidents and produce forensically sound
evidences.

3.3.1. Incident detection
Accuracy of intrusion detection systems play crucial role in

timely mitigation of security risks or first response in post incident
forensic investigation. This study proposes a passive incident

Fig. 1. ProvNet-IoT architecture.

5 https://www.w3.org/TR/2013/REC-prov-dm-20130430/.
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detection mechanism which is triggered during post attack inves-
tigation process. Following steps define the methodology for sig-
natures and policy based incident detection.

Algorithm 1. Incremental Signature Generation

Incremental Signature Generation step starts with the generation
of various attack signatures from provenance graph by applying
relevant statistical and machine learning techniques. Later these
signatures are transformed into node level properties in an incre-
mental process for different time windows using following
algorithm 1. This algorithm is called whenever there is a change in
either signatures or timewindows. To implement this functionality,
we propose a simple Signature Definition Language (SDL) based on
Cypher patterns as specified in listing 1. In SDL, signature-type
specifies two levels either node or relationship. Patterns are rep-
resented as cypher queries which are executed against the network
graph to generate aggregate information. Signatures corresponding
to all possible attacks on the network are defined in a simple JSON
like format using SDL. Later, these signatures are executed on
provenance graph to extract corresponding node or relationship
level properties. Query is modified on every iteration to embed
time constraint to filter the graph data. Apart from these signature
based features, different other network level features are also
collected from the provenance graph and those details are given in
section 5.3.

Listing 1. Signature Definition Language Syntax

Security Policies are a set of rules identified by the domain ex-
perts for different security attacks against which provenance graph
is validated. Apart from original attack signatures, these policies
may also be designed based on node level properties generated
incrementally in previous step. A typical policy sets a threshold for
different properties of network graph to identify malicious nodes
and respective properties.

Once all the signatures are processed and policies are defined,
following algorithm 2 is run to detect the presence of attacks in the
network graph. Incident detection algorithm classifies the nodes
based on security rules and returns the list of malicious events and
their respective properties. At event level, an abstract view of ma-
licious activities identified by enforcing the security policies are
represented. Every event includes its own details such as name,
event type, risk level and other relevant information along with a
set of activities that caused the event.

Algorithm 2. Incident Detection

3.3.2. Investigation
As part of this step, investigators receive the outcome of incident

detection i. e a set of malicious events detected from the network
and perform forensic investigation on them.

Forensic Queries are prepared for each event based on the in-
formation contained in event object. That information includes the
details about both malicious and victim nodes that are part of the
attack and series of communications among them.

Query API is a functionality offered by provenance engine and it
translates the forensic queries into native graph database commands
to retrieve the attack graph which represents a security event.

Evidence Graph models a security attack in a graphical form
which include the lineage of activities in the network that lead to a
specific attack state and also point to corresponding adversary and
victim nodes.

Correlation is the process of matching the investigation outcome
with original artifacts to ensure the reliability and integrity of both
evidences and investigation process.

Table 1
Map of network concepts to PROV and modeling concepts.

Network
Concept

Description PROV
Concept

Model

Node Any node in the network with a resolved name, physical address and network address along with any other relevant
properties to be added while processing the provenance to generate signatures

Agent INFORMATION

Communication Any network packet that represents an interaction between a source and destination nodes. e.g., ARP, TCP, UDP and Streams Activity,
Entity

FUNCTION

Attack Set of network nodes and communications that represent a malicious activity along with relevant features used to identify
that behavior. e.g., ARP spoofing, DoS attack

Event,
Entity

EVENT

Fig. 2. Sample modeling of network communication.
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Forensic Evidence includes the final report of the investigation
and set of artifacts linked with the event during correlation which
are admissible in a court of law.

4. Implementation

This section discusses the proof-of-concept implementation of
ProvNet-IoT to validate the proposed methodology. Following
sections present the experimental setup, two publicly available
datasets to benchmark the performance of ProvNet-IoT and list of
various open-source tools used during implementation.

4.1. Experimental setup

Implementation and experiments are conducted on a desktop
which runs Ubuntu 20.04 operating system and with Intel(R)
Core™i9-10900K CPU @ 3.70 GHz � 20, 62.5 GiB RAM, and 1 TB
SSD. All functional implementation is done using Spring Boot6

framework developed for Java platform and other open-source
technologies such as Neo4j,7 Cypher8 and Spring for GraphQL.9

4.2. Datasets overview and attack selection

To validate the proposed model, we used two publicly available
datasets, Edge-IIoT Dataset and IoT Network Intrusion Dataset. The
list of attacks performed in each dataset and selected attacks for
evaluation are listed in Table 2. Both datasets include 15 and 8
different attacks on real IoT devices used in a typical IIoT and smart
home scenarios. Among them, only those 14 attacks are included in
this study which are targeted on network layer.

4.3. Proof-of-concept

PCAP parser is developed on top of tshark tool which is invoked
using Java Native Interface (JNI). JSON parsing is done using Jackson
library to identify thenodes and relationships in thenetwork traffic. A
node is uniquely identifiedwith the combination of both it’s physical
and network addresses. Any node that changes it's IP addresses is
representedmultiple times in the network. Later, information related
to these changes are aggregated and added as node properties.

All the set of communications between a pair of nodes are
recorded as relationships identified uniquely with the combina-
tions of source, destination addresses and time epoch of network
packet representing that communication. Both nodes and re-
lationships have a label and properties list. Fig. 3 present the
transformed json into nodes and relationships (properties are
omitted for simplicity). Customization is made using configuration
files which represent the list of allowed properties to be persisted
into provenance graph database for each communication protocol.
Neo4J graph database is used to store provenance information.

Provenance Engine is implemented using GraphQL library on top
of repository service provided as part of Spring Data Neo4j (SDN)10

project. We also defined custom repositories to facilitate the
execution of queries built for signature generation, policy
enforcement and evidence graph extraction.

Initial signatures are generated from provenance graph after
performing statistical analysis using by graph data science library

offered by Neo4j.11 Later, those signatures are defined using the
simple SDL proposed in section 3 for all the attacks being investi-
gated. Sample signature for ARP spoofing attack is given in listing 1.
Different security policies and their relevancy with various features
to identify the attacks are presented in section 5. Listing 3 shows a
sample query to fetch DDoS attack graph based on event infor-
mation gathered during incident detection. Forensic query returns
the list of victim and attacking nodes along with the communica-
tions between respective pair of nodes. Communication properties
include all date and time information of attack traffic which reveals
the duration of attack as well.

Listing 2. Signature to Identify ARP Spoofing Attack

Listing 3. Forensic Query to fetch DDoS attack graph

5. Experimental results

In this section, we present various experimental results to
benchmark the performance of ProvNet-IoT.

5.1. Dataset size

Datasets used in experimental works include various attacks as
listed in Table 2. Following Fig. 4 shows the size of datasets in
different formats like original Pcap files, converted Json files and
provenance stored in Json format. It is observed that the size of
provenance is smaller corresponding original dataset, because
through customization only selected features are included to be
part of provenance.

5.2. Provenance metrics

Following Fig. 5 presents node and relationship metrics related
to network provenance generated from datasets. Metrics are given
on logarithmic scale as number (in thousands) of nodes and re-
lationships under different attack scenarios. Scenarios are defined
based on the categories of attacks listed in Table 2 where scenarios
1 to 4 are for Dos/DDoS/Mirai attacks, information gathering

6 https://spring.io/projects/spring-boot.
7 https://neo4j.com/.
8 https://neo4j.com/developer/cypher/.
9 https://spring.io/projects/spring-graphql.

10 https://spring.io/projects/spring-data-neo4j.
11 https://neo4j.com/product/graph-data-science/.
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attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, and normal traffic respectively.
Both N, R indicate number of nodes and number of relationships
respectively. From the figure we understand that DoS, DDoS and
Mirai botnet attacks generated major network traffic from several
thousands of nodes. Observing the number of nodes metric also
reveals that malicious nodes changed their network address several
times while launching attacks.

5.3. Feature list

Following Table 3 lists various features identified from network
provenance, node properties calculated based on attack signatures
and statistical analysis on the graph data. This list includes only
network level protocol features as the study is focused on IoT
network forensics.

5.4. Statistical analysis

This section presents the results of statistical analysis on prov-
enance graph in terms of node degree centrality, page ranks and
number of communities.

Fig. 6 presents the node degree centrality for top 50 nodes in the
network in number (thousands). Results show that Edge-IIoT
dataset has relatively larger centrality because of it’s size and
larger traffic generated by DoS/DDoS attacks.

Fig. 7 presents the node degree centrality latency metrics for
both the datasets. Results show that both the datasets have very
high latency in maximum category.

Fig. 8 presents the page rank score for top 100 pages from both
the datasets. Results show that IoT intrusion dataset has more
number of important nodes with positive ranks that connect with
other nodes.

Fig. 9 presents the performance of three different community
detection algorithms namely Louvain, Label Propagation (LPA), and
Strongly Connected Components (SCC) on both datasets. Results
show that Edge-IIoT dataset has many communities and all three
algorithms performedwell to detect them. IoT intrusion dataset has
significantly less number of communities compared to Edge dataset
and only SSC algorithm showed better performance in detecting
them. Both Louvain and LPA didn't perform well with IoT intrusion
dataset.

5.5. Sample evidence collection

Fig. 10 shows the attack graph for ICMP flood DDoS attack on an
IoT device. For simplicity of the graph, node and edge properties are
omitted. The Raspberry Pi node in the center is flooded with ICMP

Table 2
Overview of datasets and Attack Selection.

Dataset Attack Category Attack Target Layer Included

Edge-IIoT

Dos/DDoS TCP SYN flood NWK Yes
UDP flood NWK Yes
ICMP flood NWK Yes
HTTP flood APP No

Information Gathering Port Scanning NWK Yes
OS Fingerprinting NWK Yes
Vulnerability Scanning NWK Yes

Man in the middle DNS Spoofing NWK Yes
ARP Spoofing NWK Yes

Injection Attacks XSS Attack APP No
SQL Injection APP No
Uploading Attack APP No

Malware Attacks Backdoor Attack APP No
Pwd Cracking APP No
Ransomware Attack APP No

IoT Network Intrusion

Man in the middle ARP Spoofing NWK Yes
DoS SYN flooding NWK Yes
Information Gathering Port Scanning NWK Yes

OS Scanning NWK Yes
Mirai Botnet UDP flood NWK Yes

ACK flood NWK Yes
HTTP flood APP No
Host Bruteforce APP No

Fig. 3. Sample nodes and relationships.

Fig. 4. Size of Datasets and Provenance in raw formats.
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Fig. 5. Provenance metrics for different attack scenarios from datasets in terms of number of nodes and relationships.

Table 3
List of features derived from network provenance, node properties generated from signatures and statistical analysis on graph.

S.No Feature Layer Type Description

1 frame.time MAC Raw Frame arrival time
2 eth.src MAC Raw Source MAC address
3 eth.dst MAC Raw Destination MAC address
4 ip.src_host NWK Raw Source IPv4/IPv6 address
5 ip.dst_host NWK Raw Destination IPv4/IPv6 address
6 arp.dst.proto_ipv4 NWK Raw Target address for ARP protocol
7 arp.src.proto_ipv4 NWK Raw Source address for ARP protocol
8 arp.opcode NWK Raw ARP opcode
9 icmp.checksum NWK Raw ICMP checksum
10 icmp.seq_le NWK Raw ICMP seq num
11 icmp.transmit_timestamp NWK Raw ICMP timestamp
12 tcp.ack NWK Raw TCP ack number
13 tcp.checksum NWK Raw TCP checksum
14 tcp.connection.fin NWK Raw TCP connection finish
15 tcp.connection.rst NWK Raw TCP connection reset
16 tcp.connection.syn NWK Raw TCP connection request
17 tcp.connection.synack NWK Raw TCP connection request ACK
18 tcp.dstport NWK Raw TCP dest port
19 tcp.flags NWK Raw TCP flags
20 tcp.flags.ack NWK Raw TCP ack
21 tcp.len NWK Raw TCP segment length
22 tcp.options NWK Raw TCP Options
23 tcp.payload NWK Raw TCP Payload
24 tcp.seq NWK Raw TCP seq num
25 tcp.srcport NWK Raw TCP src port
26 udp.port NWK Raw UDP port
27 udp.stream NWK Raw UDP stream index
28 udp.time_delta NWK Raw UDP time since prev frame
29 dns.qry.name NWK Raw DNS name
30 dns.qry.name.len NWK Raw DNS name len
31 dns.qry.qu NWK Raw DND QU ques
32 dns.qry.type NWK Raw DNS query type
33 dns.retransmission NWK Raw DNS retransmission
34 dns.retransmit_request NWK Raw DNS retransmission request
35 dns.retransmit_request_in NWK Raw DNS retransmission original request in frame
36 spoofing_attempts NWK Derived Number of spoofing attempts made by a node
37 otherIPs NWK Derived Number of changes in IP address for a given node
38 IPChangeRate NWK Derived Average Number of IPs changed by a node for a given time interval
39 DestPkts NWK Derived Total number of packets received by a node
40 SrcPkts NWK Derived Total number of packets transferred from a node
41 PktsDrp NWK Derived Number of packets dropped by a node
42 NwkPktsDrp NWK Derived Total number of packets dropped in the network
43 PktRecRate NWK Derived Average Number of packets received per second by a node
44 PktSendRate NWK Derived Average Number of packets sent per second from a node
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packets frommalicious nodes. Similarly, Fig. 11 shows the port scan
and OS fingerprinting attack from node on right side to the one on
left side.

6. Discussion

This paper aimed to propose a novel provenance based network
forensic model for Internet of Things. Following four properties are
identified to benchmark the proposed provenance model for it's
reliability during forensic analysis.

$ Accuracy: The model should be able to detect all the attacks in
network traffic while minimizing both false positives and true
negatives.

With carefully designed policies based on attack patterns, ac-
curacy can be achieved. Employing novel approaches like native
graph learning may improve the performance and accuracy even
better. This work presented only a statistical analysis on data and
future work includes application of different machine learning
techniques supported by graph embedding techniques.

$ Overheads: The amount of storage required for provenance
should introduce less overhead and offer a trade-off between
processing time and granularity. Results presented in section 5.1
shows the minimal overhead by provenance with
customization.

$ Build Time: Amount of time required to build the provenance
whenever there is a change in systemversion or patterns should
be minimal. Build time is always proportional to the size of
datasets and during our experiments we observed that EDGE-
IIoT dataset took around 3 h to generate the raw provenance
and IoT intrusion dataset is processed in about 25 min. Also,
similar timelines were followed to store the provenance in
Neo4J database.

Fig. 6. Node degree centrality for top 50 nodes in each dataset.

Fig. 7. Node degree centrality statistics for each dataset.

Fig. 8. Top 100 page ranks.

Fig. 9. Number of Communities in each dataset.

Fig. 10. Forensic graph for ICMP flood DDoS attack in EDGE-IIoT dataset.
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$ Query Time: Amount of time required to query over the prov-
enance graph should be minimal. Neo4J graph database is
proved12 to be faster than relational database in real time. Hence
any provenance model built on top of graph databases expected
to offer lightning performance on any average sized database.

$ Applicability: As apposed to existing solutions which provide
application level provenance modeling with the help of selec-
tive code instrumentation, ProvNet-IoT model aims to provide a
low level modeling to identify malicious behaviors at network
level. As the solution is built outside IoT network it can be
adapted to all kinds of target environments rendering ProvNet-
IoT both platform and application agnostic.

$ Adaptability Customization at provenance generation phase
and schema functionality offered by GraphQL library makes
ProvNet-IoT flexible to get adapted to target requirement and
any novel changes in attack patterns from time to time.

6.1. Limitations

Despite the merits highlighted about the proposed model in the
previous section, according authors' opinion, it suffers following
limitations. At present ProvNet-IoT is only implemented at proof-
of-concept level and it's not fully foolproof. Unknown challenges
may be expected during complete implementation while inte-
grating different technologies to develop a comprehensive system.
We have tested the model only against two IoT datasets, in future it
needs to be thoroughly evaluated with different other datasets like
IoT23 - dataset13 and WUSTL-IIoT-2021 Dataset.14 Implementation
of various machine learning techniques proved to improve the
detection accuracy from the existing studies. Signature generation
using different ML techniques needs further evaluation and testing
against multiple datasets and scenarios. ProvNet-IoT should be
extended to support novel graph based native learning techniques
to offer fast and reliable forensic analysis.

7. Conclusion & future work

In this work, we proposed ProvNet-IoT, a novel provenance

model for reliable forensic investigation in IoT networks. We
adapted customization to scale the provenance graph as per the
needs of forensic investigators to offer both coarse-grained and
fine-grained analysis on provenance. Provenance is modeled at
three different abstractions, namely information, functional and
events. We proposed an incremental signature generation mecha-
nism and a simple language for defining signatures. We discussed
how generated signatures help in both designing security policies
and detecting security events. Later, a methodology is discussed to
perform reliable evidence collection from the identified artifacts of
interest with the help of a correlation mechanism. Finally, we have
presented a proof-of-concept implementation of ProvNet-IoT using
various open-source tools and evaluated it's performance against
two labeled IoT attack datasets. Evaluation results showed various
metrics of generated network provenance, sample features, and
attack graphs.

In future work, ProvNet-IoT will be fully implemented and
extended to support different other functionalities including ML
based incident detection, also an interactive user interface will be
designed to offer all its functionalities at ease. Extensive testing will
be performed against multiple IoT attack datasets as mentioned in
6.1. ProvNet-IoT will be made publicly available for thorough peer
evaluation and benefit of forensic community.
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